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-Fundamentre

,tm,"60:If plab, then pla
or plb.

Theorem: Suppose
- n> 2."ouzxP,

is namee

then there

exists i where plan
and I iIn.

of: Letp be a prime.

B is fixed through the proof.I



LetS(n) be the following:

Paranor:astherethete
We will inducton S(n) fornx2

The base case is when n
=2.

S(2) says:"Ifpla,ac where

a.,acEx, then pla, or plaz"

We proved this previously in

class,

So, S(2) is true.

Now let R>, 2 where REX.



Assume S(R) is true.

We wanttoshow
SCRAI) is true.

Suppose p19,92...amakt, where

Un,G2, ..., AR,
9k+ 1.

Then, p)(a,az...am). Auxi

Since 5(2) is true
them either

pla,az...am or plant

-1:Suppose p(4,92" · ams

Since SCR) is true by assumption,

there exists i where plai

So, SCRAI) is true.

2:Suppose plants ·

Then SCR+1 is true.



So, in either case S(k+1) is true.

By the magical powers
of induction

for all ny,2.
S(n) is true

&

is
-
-



Theorem:(Fundamental theorem of
-

Arithmetic

inproduct ofeMoreover, the factorization
is unique apart

from the ordering of the prime
factors.

#
=300 3.100

these 3.2.SO

300
=2.2.3.5.5 the

3.2.2.25I
are Esame 3.2.2.S.S

300
=3.2.5.2.5 factoriza-

-tionswork
300

=5.5.30202 except for

-wdering
the



Nrf:Letne2, n, 2.

Previously, we proved that a

can be factored as the product

of one or
more primes.

We now prove the uniqueness
of

such a
factoring.

different
Suppose a factors intotwo

prime factorizations.

dividing offthe
common

factors
By
this world imply that

n
=P,Pc...4x=9,720.9m(*)
where PyP2, ....Pe, 792, ...,

fr

are primes and Pet 9; for all is j

pationofthearediffrentwayin
n =S.S.t.n. 4. W ↳ the two



n = S.U.y.y. Z Jfuctorizations

I where 5, t, n,w, y, zme distinct Iprimes

TherI S.S. An.u.w=S.y.y.z I
cancel common terms toget

S.t.U.w =

y, y, ZTPrPu7,72193 I
Equation (A) says that

41/9,92%.1m
Since P, is prime, by the

previous theorem
there exists

i where p. 17, where Ii =m.



Since P, and 9, one primes

and P. 19: We know P.EF

Contradicting the above where

we had P, F7 i

Thus, the factorization of n
is unique ve toreordering
the prime factors,

#



↳r,Yen,z
wot:Let d =g(d(x,y).

W

te: I is an(2) Suppose12.integer because
d divides X

Then, z=()K where ReX.

So,yz =3 (E)k.
LThus, yz =x (I)k. -de& divides y

And, (I)kek.



So, xlyz.

(*) Suppose instead that xyz.

Then, yz
=x1 where IEX.

Divide by d toget

()1 =(2) Z.

*te:,I me both integers since dyaixand]
By a previous theorem, since

d =ycd(x,y) we know that

y(d(,2) =1.



By another previous theorem,

Since gcd(*,2)=1 and↓
&(2).Iwe know

thatI/z.
#


